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kain can be assisted by djibril the leopard, a vampire who possesses the
eye of the moon, the gift of his master, nosgoth's ruler. this allows him to
possess animals as weapons or allies. djibril has a penchant for killing his
former companions and sparing kain, and dies in the course of the game,
even though he never sired a child. kain's path to the throne of nosgoth is
fraught with danger and bloodshed. in order to reach the city of willendorf,

kain must pass through the three towns of stahlberg, kaleipus and
magalan, each guarded by vampires. he must also be careful not to fall

victim to their deadly traps, and to avoid the presence of vampire hunters.
within, he encounters several vampire leaders - the four warriors, the man-

at-arms, the great duke of blood, the noble duke, and the king of blood,
each of whom has an agenda to pursue. along the way, he also

encounters several prominent characters from nosgoth's past, including
the jarl of stahlberg, the black knight, william the just and the holy of
blade. in the final moments of the battle, kain faces the king of blood,

william's father, who is armed with his own weapon: the massive sword
known as the mother of blood. after killing the vampire, kain is confronted

by elzevir the dollmaker, but the alchemist flees. kain subsequently
receives a vision from moebius in which the time streamer warns him of
an assassin, and that he is too late to stop the deed. kain uses a set of
supernatural abilities to traverse the world of nosgoth. throughout the

game, kain will not only fight enemies in the traditional fashion of games
in this genre, but he will also engage in stealth and supernatural combat.
he is able to cast a number of spells to aid him in this quest; these spells

are all performed by punching with a set of buttons on the controller.
spells can be upgraded and enhanced with the use of a new type of

material called essence. he can also use weapons, which are modeled on
the weapons used in blood omen and defiance. kain can carry up to four

weapons at once. he can also equip the iron blade, a spiked-blade that is a
key element in the combat system in blood omen 2. kain's arsenal

includes a whip, a chain whip, a crowbar, a large battle-axe, and a large
mace. [6] [6] [6] kain is also capable of using a variety of combat moves,
which require precise timing and button combinations to perform. these
are called parry, a defensive move that deflects incoming attacks, and

combination, which allows kain to perform both parry and attack
simultaneously. kain can also use defend, a counter attack which does

more damage than a standard attack.
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on each floor of a building, one or two guards patrol the
area. if they see kain, they will engage him in combat, as
well as drop guard items that are necessary for further
exploration. after each floor is reached, a new area is

opened to the player, which allows access to the top-most
floor of the building. every 10 floors, kain must fight an
encounter with a boss, a large, powerful enemy that is

controlled by a computer. as the game progresses, kain's
encounter with the bosses will become more difficult, as
more powerful attacks are added and the life meter is
drained. when the player is defeated, a new, stronger

version of the boss appears, forcing kain to fight again to
succeed. the player has a time limit in which to defeat the

boss, after which time the game ends. blood omen is
directed by a series of cut-scenes. the player is able to

view these in any order, which is chosen by manipulating
a dialogue tree, and the reaction of the characters to
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kain's actions. the dialogue is performed by a series of
text boxes that display at the top of the screen when a

conversation is initiated. aftermath, kain is elated to learn
that malek has joined the circle, and his self-sacrifice

allowed the assassin to survive. [blood omen/4] [blood
omen/10] he returns to the den of despair, and exacts a

brutal revenge on his enemy, using the power of the
signet ring. [4] [4] the assassin's body is ruined, but his

soul is saved in a new body by the sorcerers of the circle.
he is transformed into a vampire of pure blood, and gains
immortality. the last of the ancients, he will live forever in
the cycle of life and death. his power is the power of the
fallen and the cenobites. he is the vampire vorador. [3]

[2] [7] [2] 5ec8ef588b
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